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SOVIET
TODAY’S

WATCH

Look beyond the mountains to
the Source of your help. May
peace be the tidings of great joy
on this day.
Look to the good but beware the
ill-boding
changes
from
the
North for the world is hanging
in the balance.
That which is not seen may bear
your best and worst news this
day--rejoice in the good.
Behind the veil of secrecy there IS
negotiation with Iraq and your
nation of America.
There is
also negotiation with that which
is called Israel. However, Israel
balks at any talks which involve
its relationship
with Palestine
and Saddam insists that Palestine be tended in order to bring
peace. All we can do is lay the
information upon your altar of
justice and implore you to act
within the bounds of wisdom.
May sanity prevail.
Will this
negotiation come into your atten tion?
Eventually
when
“face” can be saved and enough
military personnel is called forth
to launch mandatory Executive
Orders which will assure survival of the New World Order
established by Bush. The outcome rests in the hands of you
citizens of this, the greatest and
most blessed country of the nations.

of your Bush supporters from
the anti-Iraq movement.
Do
you remember little Bangladesh
with all the starving and dying
citizens? Well President Ershad
had given full support to Bush
and even sent some pretty lean
forces into the fray. He won’t
be around to continue support
because he has now been de-

REPUBLIC

Mr. Gorbachev,
on this day
following Christian celebration
has taken the next step toward
TOTAL control of the government of the Russias.
The parliament has granted him almost
total dictatorial power. There is
a very strange thing about human behavior, however, as the
disease of total dictatorship infects a man there is never
enough powerr to suit the ego of
the one cursed with the power-therefore,
the play becomes
greater with the stakes ever enlarging to see WHO rules, in
this case, the world.
RIGHT

HAND/LEFT

PRICE

Can war ever have a valid price
tag?
Well, no!
However, it
might be a pretty good idea if
you-the-people consider that bill
which shall be presented unto
you.
All
that
wondrous
“support”
committed
by the
“allies” is only about on&eighth
presented in actual input, i.e.,
less than $400 million of $2
from Japan, etc.
Before
you take the costs presented by
your
government
as gospel
truth, I suggest you look into
the S & L presentations,
the
Pension Plan bailout an’d the Insurance Companies
and Bank
bailouts and see how nearly on
target were the projected costs.

HAND

The IRS has
warned that it has no authority
to waive the usual deadline for
filing tax returns--for

There is a bill being offered to
allow erasure of interest penalties for servicemen and women
in the gulf who fail to pay taxes
by April 15. Obviously, death
and taxes wait for no man!
PRESIDENT HOSSAIN
ERSHAD

Remember that big bug-a-boo to
pay off debts, etc., that held up
the budget in the U.S. this year?
Fifty billion was the first year
pay-off, I believe, and thus and

M.
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so. Then came the vote to allow more over-spending and increase the debt level by far more
than that amount--now you have
a war to “bail-out”, goodly taxpayers--including
you in the
Persian Gulf, per above. Would
this be called paying for your
own funeral?
Contrary to ALL estimates by
the press and projections of your
learned speakers of the “Halls of
Wisdom” and “intelligence:’ ? the
Bush administration’s
mtlrtary
intervention in the gulf will cost
American
taxpayers
“far beyond” $100
before the
next year ends--even if there is
NO war.
If you go to war,
there is no upward limit, but
you can know it will be far
more than any $100
In January, it is planned that the
Pentagon will ask Congress for
$15$20 billion in fresh cash for
its Arabian buildup.
“The estimated price for your gulf operations in fiscal year 1991 now
stands at somewhere over $40
billion,” stated a U.S. Air Force
major recently assigned to the
UN military staff as a logistics
coordinator.
“But those are the
official figures.
The real drain
is likely to be three times
higher”, he said.
Dr. Jean-Paul Pradier, A French
defense scholar who is a systems
management
consultant
at the
United Nations says, “In order
to line up a worldwide alliance
against Iraq, the White House
has been handing out cash military aid, giveaway loans, trade
concessions,
debt forgiveness,
emergency subsidies and underthe-table payoffs left and right. ”
The respected auditor of the annual U.S. defense budgets at the
Brookings
Institution,
Dr.
William Kaufman, presents that
the outlays of the Pentagon will
be
” in
themselves without these added

burdens of buying support
the Middle East buildup.

for

Does it not begin to look suspicious that the Bush administration has something other than
government
as usual in the
works? What are you going to
do?
You haven’t the tax income, debts are being forgiven,
bail-out funds flow like water,
production is in deficit, unemployment is in the process of
skyrocketing,
the welfare funds
are exhausted and your country
is essentially bankrupt and already into the most massive depression
ever experienced
on
your planet--can

CATEGORIES
OF EXPENSES FOR THIS WAR

Pentagon sources warn, because
of the call-up of reservists, and
the suspension
of planned retirements and other force reductions.
These have added more
than $6 billion to the gulf budget.
Other military preparations for a
gulf war, including higher fuel
costs, the acquisition,
updating
added
and
retrofitting
of
weapons systems, more training
augmented
adminisprograms,
trative agenda, and related responsibilities, will eat up around
$10 billion in the current fiscal
year. (Your fiscal year begins
You should take
October 1).
this into consideration
as you
ponder these amounts for this
will only take you through
September.
DROP

Official expenses from the Defense Department’s projections,
already incurred
in the gulf
buildup
should be looked at
here.
Transportation
costs:
Airlift,
sea-lift and other military traffic
between the gulf and the United
States are now projected at some
$13 billion for fiscal year 1991,
after the recent presidential directive
ordering
200,000 new troops % thrg
gion.
Combat pay: An additional $110
per month for all service personnel in the gulf will add an
estimated
$520
million
(minimum) (doesn’t add up does
it?) to the annual budget.
Logistics: Funds needed to feed
and house troops in the field,
maintain their equipment,
provide new construction and other
support facilities as needed were
originally pegged at around $4.5
billion.
Now the cost estimate
of these services has mounted to
well over $10 billion and rising!
Payroll expenses are “soaring”,
8’
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Although these expenses add up
the
to
staggering
sums,
“invisible costs” of confronting
Iraq are even steeper by heaps
and loads, and the UN analysts
continually warn of the truth of
it.
In the privacy of the White
Turkish
President
House,
Turgut
Ozal
told American
audiences that he supported the
U.S.
campaign
against Iraq,
BUT he somehow overlooked
telling you that he demanded-and got--aid and trade handouts
worth far more than $7 billion
over the next little period of
time in return for that support-no, I DO NOT speak of debt
forgiveness.
Other
allies
collected
even
larger payoffs for lining up with
the United ,States in the gulf.
Egypt started out with a handsome
present--cancellation
of
over $8 billion in overdue debts-and since last October it has received an additional $2.8 billion
in “accelerated”
military aid;
that is, the huge cash prepay-

ments on subsidies that were
due in 1991 and 1992 and the
war hasn’t even begun!
Syrian dictator Hafez al-Assad
looks on the gulf crisis as a
dandy “cash cow”, in his terminology.
UN sources say he
finds it most amusing indeed.
Assad, his defense
minister,
chief of staff and several senior
advisers
received
have
“compensation”
and bribes “in
excess of a billion dollars
This amount is only
that which shows--directly
into
the private, personal pockets of
these leaders and this is only
that which
“shows“.
The
amount given in exchange for
Syria’s
so-called
alliance
is
“unknown”.
However, what is
known is that last week Assad
said that if Israel overflies Syria
to get at Iraq--Syria will go into
all-out war ON THE SIDE OF
IRAQ! So much for blackmail
money!
Now here is another good one.
When China’s foreign minister
showed up in New York last
month threatening to veto a key
Security Council resolution authorizing the use of military
force against Iraq after January
15, Secretary of State James
Baker held out trade concessions
valued at over $4 billion in order to assure the non-veto and
this has now “gone on record”.
ISRAEL
Ah yes, then there is Israel-who is emerging as a “very big
winner” in this “crisis”.
Israel
has already
received
special
military aid above that automatically given by the U.S., in
excess of an additional $I bil“compensation”
for similar at:
sistance dispensed by the U.S.
to its Arab allies.
The ministate is also in line for a longcoveted trophy--the
remainder
of the Cray supercomputer
with

which they can finish testing the
hydrogen weapons they already
possess and deem ready for use.
Of course this above amount
doesn’t include additional shipments of advanced warplanes-what it most wants right now-and WILL RECEIVE for the
request has already been approved.

nesses.

There are also the cuts in pay
many families have to endure
now that their reservist husbands
and wives have been activated
and forced to leave their highincome civilian jobs to risk their
necks in the gulf for relatively
meager military salaries.
That nice Frenchman,
Pradier,
put it very well indeed, ” Wlzerz

In addition, helpless and hapless
little innocent Israel will get an
“emergency cash grant” of some
$1.2
to help deal with
the mass influx of Soviet Jewish
immigrants--this,
along with the
$400 million already paid cashacross-the-board from the U. S .

”
and not one formed out of a m;tuality of interests or security
concerns.
“But it is certain to
go down in histroy as the most
expensive allied force ever assembled and purchased. ”

Even the “good old” Marxist
dictatorship
of Ethiopia got a
confidential pledge of over $450
million
in emergency
funds
from Baker in return for the
vote of its delegate on the UN
Security Council.

WON’T THE ALLIES
DELIVER?
Well, NO!
The Saudis know
that it is “they” who have been
invaded and they are going to
hold back all possible funds-and by the way--you are paying
millions
of dollars
for mail
delivery,
shuttle services and
fuel for your toys.

All of these rgifts” are to be
paid for by the dear American
taxpayers. So be it!
These gifts “will be paid for”
according to your government,
“...by the patriotic and willing
to sacrifice American people to
secure peace in the world”, is
what the world is told.

With the cost of moving an
American army to the deserts of
the Middle East rapidly skyrocketing, alon, 0 with the wave
of worldwide
give-aways
designed to buy international
port, the Persian Gulf crisis will
at least double next years’s U.S.
deficit.
How much depends on
how much of the economic and
financial burden will be shared
by the nations President Boosh
calls your “allies”.

That means you nice taxpayer
citizens, struggling to hold your
own in the face of a deep depression characterized
by massive layoffs (8,000 in Citibank
alone) and unemployment,
as
well as increasing tax burdens
unrelated to the gulf fiasco. But
there are hidden costs to you
American
citizens
as well,
which might bear some attention. These are things such as
the failures of businesses which
once catered to military personnel stationed
at U.S. bases,
whose trade has dried up since
the servicemen
were stationed
overseas.
Also there is the employee draip for operating busi3
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You have plenty of promises,
but very, very few payments.
So far only West Germany and
Japan have come forward with
in any
actual
contributions
amount.
Major oil importing
#9

nations and

several gulf governments
have
pledged a total of about $8 billion to help defray the costs of
the massive U.S. military mobilization.
Remember,
the Lips,
“This is not a conflict between
Iraq and the United

Not even the Saudis, who made
the most lavish promises of economic support in August, are
putting their money on the table
and yet they glean incredible
profits from the oil crisis. The
Saudi Arabian royal families are
holding
back
tremendous
amounts and charging the U.S.
for fuel for this mammoth war
machine. The Kuwaitis are also
not following
up on their
pledge--but
then
they
only
“. . . whatever
is
promised,
needed.. . for
.
Germany and Japan have jointly
put up some $1.2 billion so far,

The gulf governments, however,
despite their ballooning windfall
of petroleum profits are evading
the financial demands of the crisis.
Now, please consider this next
windfall advantage: Major Wall
Street banks, in particular the
Chase Manhattan
consortium,
the Rockefeller
family’s financial flagship, is well positioned
to exploit the crisis as are the
leading bankers of Saudi Arabia
and several smaller gulf sheikdoms,

YOU HAVE AN OIL GLUT
AND HIGHER PRICES
Good and patriotic Americans
are cutting their food budgets
just to pay their winter heating
bills--and the winter has only
just begun with the Siberian Expresses headed your way one
American moupon another.
torists are paying up to $1.70
per gallon for gasoline at the
pumps, despite the fact that the
market is experiencing
an
Making matters a tad more miserable, on December
1st you
nice generous taxpayers upped
the federal tax on gasoline by 5
cents per gallon (in that compromise package).
This does
not even mention the cost of as
much in state taxes in some
states.
In spite of the current crisis in
the Persian Gulf region,
oil
markets worldwide are in the
midst of a huge glut--and the
Bush administration
is doing
nothing to curb the runaway
profiteering of international oil
conglomerates
and the Arab
sheikdoms you are supposedly
in the Middle East
The American is footing the bill
of the largest deployment
of
U.S. troops since the Vietnam
War in Saudi Arabia and the
Persian Gulf region, at a cost of
well over $74 million every
day.
This is in addition to the $297
billion that Congress has allocated to the Pentagon for fiscal
year 1991--OOPS! What of that
$100 billion
at max.
they
promised you ? Well, the right
mouth rarely knows what the
left mouth is telling you--but the
IRS does not miss a whisper!

deed likely, in addition to the
outlay of more billions of dollars, it is expected that tens of
thousands of your young American servicemen will become casualties of war.
As you nice Americans are being cheated, the Saudis are realizing a windfall profit of a
minumum of $150 million
from their increased oil
production.
They had an OPEC
quota of 5.4 million barrels per
day in August, before the Iraqi
invasion of Kuwait. They have
now upped their production to
8.2 million barrels per day.
From this they will soon realize
a total windfall profit in excess
of $30 billion.
They will reap another $20 billion in windfall profits by April.
This is well above and beyond
the $5 billion the Saudi leaders
have pledged (and don’t pay) to
help defray the cost of U.S.
troops stationed there to protect
them.
In other words, though
the Saudis say they are making
substantial
financial
contributions, they are paying them out
of the excess profits earned
from American
and other oil
consumers.
When queried about ,the huge
discrepancy
between what was
promised and what has been received, and noting the massive
windfall profits that Saudi Arabia is realizing from the crisis,
Habib Shaheen,
a spokesman
for the Saudi
Embassy
in
Washington,
said,
“I have
nothing on this.”
OPEC oil output was at 20 million barrels per day in August,
before the Iraq-Kuwait conflict.
It is now 22.6 million, and it is
expected to reach at least 23
million barrels by the end of the
year. And yet
$30

If war breaks out--which is in‘3
.
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An example of how the American people are being gouged is
well illustrated by the Nov. 29th
for refined
wholesale
prices
petroleum products on the New
York market.
HEATING

OIL

Heating oil was priced at 0.9285
dollars per gallon, while premium unleaded
gasoline
was
selling for 0.8420 dollars per
gallon, eight cents less than the
far-cheaper-to-produce
home
heating oil.
And look at this
next: Due to American
motorists switching from premium
to the cheaper regular unleaded
gasoline, the lower-octane product
wholesaling
was
for
$0.8657, 2.5 cents more than
the premium product.
Do we
even need to compare the prices
of diesel fuel which your truckers MUST have to haul your
products to market? Diesel, the
cheapest fuel to produce--rose in
price to be the most costly!
Note,
however,
the
clever
manipulation of the oil companies--the cost of premium gas
remained some 10 to 15 cents
higher
per
gallon
so you
wouldn’t notice.
The glut is very real, friends. It
has been building rapidly over
the past six weeks and is about
to put you awash in the black
“stuff”. After all, you citizens
are trying to adjust patriotically
to the possibility of this “scarce”
commodity
and
cut
down.
Also, due to outrageously high
prices, consumers appear to be
doing their best to curb usage of
petroleum
products.
The
worldwide embargo of Iraq and
occupied Kuwait pulled some 4
million barrels per day from the
global market----However,
consumers
globally
have cut back their demand for
oil by more than a million barrels a day. Combined with increased production, primarily by

SECRET MODUS
OPERANDI

Saudi Arabia, but also by the
United
Arab
Emirates,
Venezuela, Nigeria, the United
Kingdom and others, it is more
than sufficient to offset any loss
from Iraq and Kuwait and still
be drowning in oil.
Today,
more oil is being produced than
the world can use--leading
to
this nice current “glut”. There
is a flow of some million barrels
more per day, of oil, than the
world can absorb. Oops again!
The current predictions of your
analysts
at County
NatWest
USA predict that world demand
for oil in the fourth quarter of
this year will show at least an
additional 600,000

As just a little sidelight, I would
like to give you the assumption
under which the financiers of
They long
the Cartel works.
ago learned that people
money
and
Thus,
government
create great mysteries and mysticisms regarding
same and both have a long history and tradition of concealing
the workings of the money system and hide all under a great
blinder of secrecy.
Well, whoever
tells you-thepublic about the secret maneuvers had best be prepared with
bullet-proof
vests as we have
well learned.
Sticks and stones
might well only break bones-but the truth can get you shot-dead!

1991

TOYS FOR THE
SOLDIERS--BOTH
SIDES
OF COURSE

Do you still believe,
little
Americans,
that there is not
hanky-panky behind the barn, in
the woodpile?

EOUAL OPPORTUNITY
EMPLOYERS!

In spite of this oil glut and the
obvious gouging of American
consumers by oil profiteers, the
U.S. Energy Department
has
done nothing more to curb the
problem than to ask oil companies not to take advantage of
the Middle East crisis by raising
their prices to ever-higher levels. This is all taking place as
you foot the bill and President
Bush and his advisors (nonelected) continue to declare the
need for a war against Iraq,

I must tell you right
front,
that you have nothing to match
the ability of the Soviets in the
beam weapons, laser projectors
and or space command of these
instruments
of scourge
upon
your globe, but you might like
to have a tid-bit or two about
new intentions and capabilities
on both sides to add to the arsenals to give comfort to soldiers
away from home.
A nice new generation of laserbased weaponry
is being deployed by military branches of
various governments
including
the United States--devices which
are constructed

Oh yes, I
forgot the punchline,” . .

.
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These are no longer even in the
“secret”
category
for
the
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International
Red Cross
has
been concerned enough to hold
international discussions on the
implications of this horrible new
weaponry.
The weaponry has a great military advantage-4

These laser guns already are
aboard British ships patrolling
the Persian Gulf--as far back as
early last year. Soviet warships
are carrying similar, but more
sophisticated,
weapons on all
types of vehicles--especially
aircraft. (You see, if you blind the
pilot and crew--you have a dead
plane any way you consider it).
These nice bright weapons are
within the capabilities
of the
most modest
technically
advanced countries
and a crisis
push is underway to get them
mass
produced--everywhere!
There is no longer any secret
involved
with this weaponry.
Iraq has the lovely toy, compliments of their continuing ally,
Russia, and are well-trained in
its use. Further, the apparatus
to produce the blinding rays can
be launched aboard rather crude
missiles to be discharged
at
point of target.
There are no counter-measures
to these weapons.
There is no
way to block the use of these
uncomplicated
toys which can

Yes, chelas, I suggest you consider possibilities.
Denounce
our messages if you will--but
none-the-less,
this is only yet
another indication of the mass
carnage that will result from a
full-scale conflict in the Middle
East!
Yet your loved ones in
the Middle East and you sleepy
masses of citizens believe that
which you are told: “We’ll go in

there in a matter of hours we
will devastate Saddam!”
NO,
YOU WILL NOT!
Go, Dharma, for I have given
you much to accomplish
this
day elsewhere.
I assume this
can finish the most recent Express for I have not kept current
with prior intended publication.
Yes, we will get on with
Pleiades and Cosmic codes and
wondrous things in store for you
who will prevail.
Let us lastly, assume that Mr.
Lips was also lying when he
demanded
and
promised
a
Or, perhaps it is
kinder and gentler to blind the
troops so that they do not see
the REALLY HORRENDOUS
things intended for them. May
God have mercy upon this confused world!
Hatonn to clear, please.
12/25/90

HATONN

TODAY’S WATCH
Hatonn returned to call attention
to some of the things unto which
you must carefully look beyond.
It is not a joyous task to bring
light and truth but so shall it be
done.

Something
hidden
from
the
world in balancing. your choices
*
VI

The
youngsters,
disallowed
from singing their Holy hymns
rewrite the words to the songs-but, dear ones, the words are of
death, blood, destruction
and
world disaster--hate and evil. It
is structured thusly in that your
children begin to hear and see
only the hate and are fed the lies
so that they march to their destiny in false beliefs that allow
them to think they are acting in
lighted truth of freedom.
No,
they are VICTIMS
OF THE
LIE AND YOU OF THE NATIONS
PERPETUATE
AND
ENHANCE
THE LIES AND
ALLOW
OF THEIR
VERY
DESTRUCTION.
’

How is it that your sons and
daughters in Saudi Arabia cannot worship openly and yet in
IRAQ the halls are draped in
CHRISTIAN
symbols and gifts
are shared and there is celebration of both the Christ-remembering and the trappings of your
own holiday? How is it that the
toys are being given unto the
children of Iraq and they are
toys of Americans?
I remind

CONTRADICTIONS

Vol.

While the leaders who would
deceive you cause your own
beloved children to deny their
religious experience on this the
most Holy Day of Christianity
and the Holy Days of Judaism-you fail to note that you--not
through Saudi Arabian denial-but your own leader’s deceptions--disallow
your own military in the distant desert to pray
in open truth unto God for their
own salvation.

Examples?
Why is ‘I.. . sabotage
not being considered” in the accident at Haifa? It can ONLY
be sabotage! Ferry boats do not
JUST SINK IN A MATTER OF
SECONDS!

There are all the clues abounding about you and you continually miss of them--therefore,
I
shall continue to point out the
contradictions--not
of the forces
of Light and the forces of Darkness--but the contradictions
betwixt the major players of darkness--ones of Earth have simply
forgotten the truth of the Light
so we await your response, from
the places of security beyond
your plane of perception.

6

is--and
I shall repeat prior
lessons--Islamic
teachings ARE
a combination
of Christianity
and Moslem teachings.
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ceived into this place by mail
are queries
unto ANOTHER
CHANNEL
regarding
the inThat one
formation I bring.
certainly
followed
the “party
line” of discounting and “why
“the
Soviets
would’s”
and
wouldn’t” and on and on. Oh
yes they would--and
furthermore--not
ONE
WORD
IS
SPOKEN
OF
GOD
AND
YOU ONES
CREATION!
WILL
LISTEN
TO
ANYTHING AND ANYONE WHO
WILL
TELL
YOU
THAT
WHICH
YOU
WANT
TO
HEAR! SO BE IT!

you--ISLAM faith is a mixture
of Christ teachings and Moslem
teachings.
America--you
have
been sorely mistreated--AGAIN!
You are deceived at every turn.
BLOOPERS
Mr. Cheney and Gen. Powell
came home from their tour and
gave the President
(Boo-sh)
their facts.
Now, on CNN-which is seen in Baghdad by the
Hussein government--the
report
is a definite, emphatic,
“The
military is ready for service on
January 15th.”
HOWEVER,
SOMEONE BLEW IT BADLY-AND CBS AND NBC BOTH
PRONOUNCED
THE WORDS
THAT
(QUOTED)
THE
FACTS
GIVEN
DIRECTLY
TO
BUSH
WERE,
”

I’m sorry, chelas, I did not
dream this up to cast fear and
doubts--THIS
IS PROJECTED
BY YOUR OWN MEDIA--

Then next, within a day, comes
document
proa four-page
nouncing “ourselves as having
the only truth”, and Hatonn is
“WRONG” and “come visit us,
George, for we have THOUSANDS of documents for you
to read. ” Again, not a word
about HOLY GOD AND THE
authority
CREATION--only
based ;;n’intellectual
authority”
themselves!
set
bY
WELL, DO NOT COMPLAIN
TO ME--IF YOU WISH TO
CONTINUE
THE
POISON
LIVING
INTAKE
AND
WITHIN THE LIES WHICH
ALLOW YOU TO BELIEVE
THE PROBLEMS
AND DISCONTENT
WILL “JUST GO
AWAY”, GO AND BELIEVE
IT--WHY DO THESE ONES
WORK SO HARD TG DISCOUNT
AND
DISCREDIT
OUR WORD?
WE DO NOT
ASK YOU TO DO ANYTHING,
THE
CHOICE
IS
YOURS!
IF YOUR CHOICE
IS TO WALK WITH US IN
THE LIGHTED WAY--THEN,
WE ASK THAT YOU SORT
OF SELF AND HELP--HELP
SAVE
YOUR
CONSTITUTION AND RETURN UNTO
THE
TRUTH
OF
THAT
WHICH
GIVES
BALANCE,
TRUTH
AND
HARMONY
SICKENED
UNTO
A
WORLD: NO MORE AND NO
LESS.
WHY DO YOU SUP-

“Doom and gloom”
Hatonn?
Brothers, I see no way it could
be more plainly written--you are
in the “Doomsday” mode and
gloomy.
that,
indeed,
is
Singing Jingle Bells will not blot
out the cries of your babies as
they are sacrificed.
So be it.
To silence the voices of truth
will not alter one single hair of
the facts.
You think because you frantically buy and thrust gifts at one
another, make loud noises and
hang yellow ribbons that you
are celebrating “CHRISTmas”?
Oh beloved ones, it is not an
accident
that SANTA
CONTAINS THE SELF-SAME ALPHABET LETTERS
AS SATAN.
Ponder it! The thrust
has changed in whole, unto the
removing
of Christ from all
Christmas celebrations and the
focus turned to the ungodly decorations
and tinsel glare of
chaos and “I want” and the children who have nothing
are
given toys to keep the lie in
perpetuation and the ones who
“have” are only angry when the
gifts run out and there is no
more to open--while parents are
left unfulfilled and wondering
why there is not appreciation.
There is something
I would
share with-you readers. Just re.
7
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POSE
WE
IRRITATE
SO
MANY
PROJECTORS
OF
THEIR
OWN
OPINIONS?
COULD IT BE THAT TRUTH
;OULD:!??‘?
BE $&?
DROUS TO BE
WHO PULLS GOD’S HOSTS
INTO
CONFUSION--NEVER
WE BRING
SHALL
IT BE FOREVER,
AMEN!
I
care not that which you believe
nor that which
you
thrust
against us--for truth shall prevail
and whether or not you join us
in the “lift-off” is completely
and solely up to YOU!
Will it again be that man becomes “too late wise! “?
Regardless of the thrust and discounting--truth
WILL
spread
across the lands and within the
hearts of the people like honey
upon the plate--slowly
at first
but as surely as the hand of God
in balance with The Creation
which works within the balance
and physics laws of the Cosmos
and Universality.
Truth will
eventually
spread
into every
crevasse and fiber of all things
upon Earth--unto the four corners for God has decreed it to
be so! To each his own!
How many will take time this
day in the heat of the Christmas
confusion to pray unto God for
guidance,
understanding
and
peace--in the soul and not just
upon the human physical lips
which flap endlessly?
*******

Middle East and the U.S. and
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and much more.
In this latest “JOURNAL”
we
are given day by day informahon. of important events going
on in the world and especially
about Russia, Iraq, Israel, the
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